
Ways of Reaching Out to Pregnant Mothers 
 

Though we would like to have as many church signs as possible, I can assure you that they 

cannot sufficiently accomplish our goal of reaching out to pregnant mothers in need. Much 

more on our part is required and we can only succeed with a team effort. 

  

Indeed, reaching out to pregnant mothers is an essential part of our ministry. Those who 

have generously made themselves available to pregnant mothers cannot actually assist 

them if they are unaware of the help we make available. So we do need to be attentive 

to the outreach dimension of our ministry.  
  
I present the following suggestions for your consideration:  

 Place our car decals on your vehicles and encourage your fellow parishioners and 

friends to do so (see "Car Decal" and "Car Decal Facts" on our website).  

 Keep your parish literature rack stocked with our pamphlet (Pregnant? Worried? 

Need Help?).  

 Distribute our pamphlet to community service providers and clinics.  

 Have business cards made with our Helpline number and distribute them (to doctors' 

offices for example). I can provide an image of our logo.  

 Advertise in your parish bulletin.  

 Advertise in your local community newspaper.  

 Ask local stores and service providers to tape our car decal or our poster (see 

below) to the inside of their storefront windows.  

 Post our car decal, some notice you've made or a business card on community 
bulletin boards (you'll find them at some grocery stores, libraries and elsewhere).    

Please consider collaborating with your parish teammates to determine what actions may be 

feasible for your group.   

  

Please only use our approved icon on any literature, poster or webpage you prepare for 

advertising The Gabriel Project.   

  

You can email me to order pamphlets and car decals. For posters, see below. 

  
Gabriel Project Posters: 
  
You can download a PDF file of our poster from 

http://sfgabrielproject.wordpress.com/poster and bring it to your local copy center for 

printing. They are fairly inexpensive to print and really come out beautifully. They can be 

made very large or as small as postcards. See the snapshot below.  If you need instructions 

on how to go about having this file printed at your local copy center in various sizes, please 

let me know.   

  
Client Website: 

There is now a client website to note on any business cards or posters you might produce. 

I developed this site for those clients who might be reluctant to phone the Helpline without 

having further information about The Gabriel Project - there is certainly that possibility. It 

would be inappropriate to direct them to our primary website because the information it 

contains is intended exclusively for the Gabriel Team and potential participants. Of 

http://sfgabrielproject.wordpress.com/poster/


course, mothers might come across it via an internet search and that is quite acceptable. 

Still, this new site developed for them is ideal. Potential clients who have read our pamphlet 

will have no need to visit this site as the information is identical. It's also intended to serve 

our sister Gabriel Project. And it has the potential of reaching pregnant mothers via the 

internet. Various forms of outreach are essential if we want to help as many moms as 

possible. I know I do.  

This is the link you can visit and note on your materials: http://angelforme.wordpress.com.  

Fredi D’Alessio 2/16/2011(excerpted from team memo)  

 

http://angelforme.wordpress.com/

